ALUKIN SCR 850
The ALUKIN SCR 850 is an aluminium boat

The wide side deck is 30 cm wide in anti-slip

that has been designed for superior user

corrugated sheet metal with sturdy grab

experience during lengthy spells at sea. The

rails and a secure gunwale, which makes it

berths at the front of the boat provide for a

easy to board and move around the boat for

comfortable overnight stay, and beds can be

young and old alike, as well as the family’s

made up in the cabin between the rear seats

four-legged friends. This model has plenty

when the entire family will be spending the

of stowage and is equipped with Grammer

night on board. The cabin has a generous

chairs with adjustable damping, an electric

ceiling height and lets in ample air and natu-

panoramic glass roof and a kitchenette with

ral light, while it also has dimmer lighting and

a small sink. WC is available as an optional

plenty of stowage. The interior is character-

extra that can be built into the entranceway

ised by classic Scandinavian design. Despite

to the cabin.

its spacious interior, the boat still has a slender and well-proportioned appearance and

The SCR 850 can be adapted for trolling with

creates a sporty impression. It is equipped

optimised afterdeck, rod holders and other

with Alukin’s soundproofing concept, devel-

equipment required for trolling.

oped to deliver first-class comfort.

A LU K I N SC R 8 50 S P EC I F I CAT I O N S
Length (excl. engine):
Width:
Draught (tilted engine):
Fuel volume:
Weight without engine:

approx. 8.5 m
2.6 m
approx. 0.4 m
approx. 300 litres
approx. 2,100 kg

Max. engine output:
No. of persons:

450 hp
8

Metal thick. (bottom/freeboard/deck):

5/4/5

Dead rises (stern/stem):

19/42
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